I. INTRODUCTION
Gas turbine is a typical large-scale dynamic system with multiple dimensions. It is a nonlinear, time-varying system with uncertain parameters, and contains a number of un-modeled dynamic parts. Most of its parameters have the complex characteristics of delay and saturation [1] . It's extremely difficult to control gas turbine with perfect performance, while energy efficiency and environment protection are becoming the basic requirements for energy technology. It is much harder to achieve optimal and coordinated control for gas turbine using single conventional control approach. So advanced control theory is needed in gas turbine control system.
As part of modern control theory, Model Free Control is an advanced control strategy. It has a innovative theory compared with other model based control approaches. Model free adaptive control technique has excellent performance in the aspect of adaptiveness, robustness and non-linearness [2] , its typical characteristic is model-free, which is suitable for the system of nonlinear, strong coupling, strong interference, and time-varying like gas turbine. At the same time, some complex systems controlled by corresponding model free controllers are very concise and effective [2] . Obviously, with the development of related technologies, mode free control applied in gas turbine and similar complex industrial processes control will be drawn greater attention. Thus, oriented gas turbine control technology, some related issues derived from using MFA control theory are discussed and studied in this article.
II. CURRENT STATUS OF GAS TURBINE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
The gas turbine is a complex thermal power system that is difficult to establish its complete and accurate mathematical model, its corresponding analytical model is strong nonlinear. At present, single conventional control approach is always applied to gas turbine. Such as, linear ratio method and low value select switch are used to control the flow of fuel [3] . The ratio algorithm with inertia is used to control the load [4] . Proportionalintegral based on pre-selection model is used to control the temperature of key components, as well as some simple proportional-integral control algorithms are still used in the acceleration control [6] . There are other advanced algorithms, such as adaptive PID [5] , predictive control, open-loop optimal control [7] , observer controller based on models and so on, which are applied to control the temperature and pressure of atmosphere inlet of compressor, pressure fluctuations before fuel control valve, and speed control. Certainly they can achieve certain effect with these control algorithms stated above. However, as gas turbine is running, the performance of components, other auxiliary machines and accessories or systems would have been changed, and with existing nonlinear, time-varying with large time delay and random interferences. So single application of these conventional control methods have been difficult to ensure that ever-changing performance requirements of gas turbine, and even the convergence and stability of control system are always unsure. Particularly in the variable conditions of states, with these fixed parameters control methods are not easy to achieve satisfying results. Reversely, it may make corresponding control technologies and strategies much more complex. In other words, it's becoming harder to achieve optimal and coordinated control in gas turbine with the objective of energy saving, high efficiency and environmental protection with them.
It can be seen, that applying classic control algorithms or those algorithms based models and derived from modern control theory has been impossible to meet requirements in gas turbine or other complex industrial process control systems. It means the algorithms with high parameters and structure adaptive are needed urgently to apply in gas turbine to achieve adaptive control in its life cycle, optimal control of the whole
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III. METHOD AND TECHNOLOGY OF MFA
Model-Free Adaptive (MFA) control [8] , as its name implies, is an adaptive control technique without setting up model of the process, it uses I/O data of the controlled system to design controller, even without any information of the system. In other words, MFA is a control theory and method, which do not need any information of system model within the corresponding controller.
It has been paid extensive attention since the theory had been put forward. In theory, Professor Han Zhi-gang officially presented in [9] in 1994. Initial research work focused on basic form of model free control law issues [10] . It proved the stability of MFA control system, and provided a reasonable valid theorem, and researched the estimation method for characteristic parameter in panmodel. As well as HOU Zhong-sheng, who proposed model free control theory and applications in his PhD thesis [11] in 1993-1994. Reference [12] put forward a functional combination of ways based on MFAC, functional combination is so called that the control laws is not based on mathematical models of controlled object, but focus on the system combinatorial optimization and the rate of functional requirements rather than the controlled object. Dr. George Cheng in [2] provided MFA control technology based on neural network. Their results had analyzed the concept from theoretical and approach to realization in detail, which laid a solid foundation for the following development and application of the theory.
In the area of methods and technologies, it includes method stated in PhD thesis of Professor HOU Zhongsheng. The idea of this model introduces a new pseudogradient vector and pseudo-order, and uses a series of dynamic linear time-varying model (tight format, partial format, wide format linear model) to replace the discretetime nonlinear systems in the vicinity of the controlled system, this model uses the I/O data to estimate the pseudo-gradient vector of the process, for the MFA control [13] . Another idea is proposed by Dr. George Cheng, this idea realizes adaptive control for process through introducing into neural network. This method has been stated and described in [14] , it has been demonstrated that this algorithm can be applied to any single input or multi-input open-loop system which is stable controllable and continuous or continuous reaction system without complicated manual tuning, quantitative knowledge of the process, or any identifiers of the controlled system, as well as the learning process.
Model free control combines the advantages of classical and modern control theory; also it broke through the shackles of those theories, and opened up a whole new way of control theory. Most advanced control methods always need a deep understanding of process and its environment. Generally, differential and difference equations are used to describe the dynamic characteristics of the process. However, in gas turbine and other complex industrial process control system, which are too complex or difficult to understand the inherent laws, therefore, it is hard to obtain quantitative knowledge of process. As part of modern control theory, model free control has lots of research results since it developed. Adaptive, robust, easy-to-use, as well as model free and low cost controller can be used to solve the complex problems in industrial control. Model free control has many merits, such as it has not process identifier and identified mechanisms in MFA control system, no need to know the accurate quantitative knowledge of process and complexly adjust the parameters of controller; also it has stability analysis and criteria for closed-loop system to ensure the stability of the control system [2] .
IV. WHY MODEL FREE CONTROL IS SUITABLE FOR GAS TURBINE CONTROL SYSTEM

A. Gas Turbine Needs Model Free Control Technology
As in part ,even conventional modern control theory and methods have been applied in gas turbine, but those algorithms always based on mathematical model of the system and even need an ideal applicable environment. However, the actual working conditions of gas turbine are changing at any time, the outputs requirements are vari-ational with different operating states. So these existed algorithms have been hard to achieve the adaptive control with parameters and system structure in gas turbine. Fortunately, it is such the complexity of these issues as much more advanced modern control theory can be applied in this field with full merits.
Clearly, according to the current practical control technologies applied in gas turbine, we needs to improve the efficiency by using reliable and low-cost methods with good control quality and convenient adjustable parameters, which can alternate to the traditional methods based model. This kind of theory and control technology could achieve the parameters and structure adaptive control in gas turbine. From a theoretical point of view, in order to avoiding to face the robustness and dynamic problems produced by applying control methods based on models in gas turbine, new control theory technology to shake off the modern control methods relied on models are needed to explore. And from a historical point of control theory, control theory is developed from simple regulator and PID control that needn't mathematical model, to classical control theory based on transfer function model, and modern control theory based on state-space, up to now intelligent control to get rid of mathematical model of object. Thus, model free control applied in gas turbine and other industrial process not only the gas turbine control technology development requires, it's also suitable for the forward
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B. Model Free Control Solves Key Issues in Gss Turbine
The actual operating process of gas turbine is complex it is hard to establish accurate mathematical model. From the view of current un-resolved problems in gas turbine, some model free control methods would be applied put forward in this article. As follows:
Large dynamic characteristics within the variable conditions in the operating process of gas turbine
In the variable states of start up, speed up, slow down, stop and smooth operating process of gas turbine, variable parameters changes drastically in working states. Even in the same state, almost all parameters have significant difference as the conditions changed. The whole operating process presents great dynamic and nonlinear characteristics. Models of this kind object are impossible to set up, especially for those strongly nonlinear systems. Even a mathematical mode established, it would be with high cost and much time and based on static condition that must be simplified and linearized. Actually it has un-modeled dynamics and robustness features, so control theory based on mathematical model are not suitable for gas turbine. Model free control method came forth and developed with the objective of solving the bottleneck problems of modern control theory, and its model free feature has provided the method to realize effective control in complex process. Thus, it has approach to obtain distributed optimal control in gas turbine while operating in variable states. Through designing such as time varying MFAC, can effectively settle the adaptive control and time varying control issues.
Strong coupled and corresponding MFA control methods among the components and parameters in gas turbine Fig.1 The relationship of main components and parameters in gas turbine Figure 1 illustrates the coupled relationship within the core components and parameters in macro level. In the micro, the parameters among the gas turbine still existed serious coupled relationships. Such as inlet guide vane of compressor, combustion, speed of turbine and so on, these objects is related with other system parameters strongly and complexly. Under normal circumstances, the multi-input multi-output (MIMO) processes formed by coupled relationship are always managed as SISO process, which may result in energy low efficiency and even equipment instability. For such MIMO system, we can design MIMO MFAC based on primary MFA algorithm to achieve the effective control between core components and parameters.
Lag and nonlinear and their MFA control methods in gas turbine
In actual process of gas turbine, there obviously exists lag and large time delay between output variables and input variables, especially among cross-components of sub-system. The lag and large time delay can cause the time constant of system is too large to control. For example, between the temperature/pressure of inlet turbine, exhaust temperature, turbine speed, and the amount of fuel, air of compressor exist serious hysteresis. Performance of various components, other auxiliary accessories and system is changing as it is operating, which results in nonlinear, time varying, large time delay and random interferences in gas turbine. Certainly, through the design of corresponding nonlinear MFAC, anti-delay MFAC, feed-forward MFAC to settle these key issues for gas turbine.
V. METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF MFA APPLIED TO GAS TURBINE
A. Basic MFA Algorithm Used in Gas Turbine
It has been referred two main methods used to realize the MFA in part . The model-free adaptive control algorithm used in gas turbine presented in this paper is based on the neural network, it uses new processing approaches which is through the equivalent proportion of adjustable links and to take advantage of the object changes of the input and output and differential effects of output to input to enhance the stability, fast and adaptability of the algorithm. And this MFA control algorithm will be used as the basic algorithm in a variety of hybrid MFA control algorithms. Seen in Fig.2 . Fig.2 The structure of based algorithm So, relationship between input and output of the controller can be got according to Fig.1 .
The final output of the controller can be described as: 
In (2) and (3) the part of partial differential ) ( ) ( n u n y w w is just the sensitivity of the process. So, Robbins-Monro stochastic approximation algorithm can be used to estimate the sensitivity of the process, and we can obtain the structure of algorithm.
Thus, the characteristic parameter ) (k ) 
B. Hybrid MFA Control Algorithms Used in Gas Turbine
MIMO process control strategies and corresponding MFA control algorithm Most sub-processes within gas turbine are MIMO that contain coupled relationship. Such as inlet guide vane of compressor, combustion, speed of turbine and so on, which are always managed as the single input single output process because it is lack of general purpose multivariable controller. It may result in energy low efficiency, equipment instability and dangerous for operators. These bad phenomena is not wanted or allowed to happen in the operating process of gas turbine. In this part, we combine the MIMO characteristics of gas turbine and basic MFA algorithm presented in above section, to design universal and less adjustable parameters MIMO MFAC. Seen in Fig.3 . The main controller C11: 
The compensated controller C1m:
Where and Kc 0. Ks 1 in case that the interaction between the two sub-processes (such as between G22 and G21) have the same acting type (active or passive) , Ks 1 reversely. Other kinds of MIMO MFAC have the similar relationship algorithms.
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Delay proces s control strategies and corresponding MFA control algorithm
In actual process of gas turbine, transfer and conversion of heat, fuel and signal require a certain amount of time, which results in large lag time. In the lag time phase, the impact between process variables is unpredictable. More importantly, process variable output cannot quickly respond to control signals in the lag time, which means the feedback function is fail to take the role during this period. Unfortunately, feedback signal is the basic information of control system. If PID is applied to system with large lag time, the output of controller cannot maintain growth due to lacking of appropriate feedback signal. That results in system respond time too large to control and even make the system uncontrollable. In order to maintain the state, we must significantly reduce the PID parameters as PID applied, which inevitably led to reduce the performance of control system. Generally, PID controller is suitable for the process with the ratio of Ĳ-T (lag time/time constant) less than 1. If it is applied to a process with Ĳ-T more than 1, PID parameters must be reduced, which would slow the speed and even make quality deterioration. Smith predictor is a very useful control method in dealing with the process with large time delay, but smith predictor structure usually requires accurate process models, otherwise, its performance is not met. Obviously, gas turbine is a typical control system with large time delay, and along with changes in different conditions. Therefore, a special predictor can be introduced to compensate the large time delay in gas turbine. The controller would feel no large lag time with the special predictor as it always can generate an appropriate control signal. As the MFA has a strong adaptive capacity, designing such a lag predictor is not a hard work. Seen in Fig.4 . Fig.4 With anti-delay MFAC control system Fig.4 is a MFA control system with large time delay controlled by an anti-delay MFAC. There is a delay predictor within the MFAC. MFAC could generate the correct control signal because delay predictor can generate a dynamic yc(t) as the feedback signal to replace the actual measurable y(t). Therefore, we can design a simple delay predictor without premise information of the process. Usually, practical purpose can be gotten by using FOLPD in this situation. The procedure can be described as,
Where Y(s) Yp(s) U(s) and Yc(s) are the Laplace transform of signals y(t) yp(t) u(t) and yc(t) respectively. yp(t) is the predictive signal; yc(t)is the output of the predictor. K,T,Ĳ are the parameters for predictor based on the process approximation model in a FOLPD form. In actual application, K can be set to 1. A rough estimation of process estimation of process delay time can be easily provided and it can be used as Ĳ in the MFA predictor. T can be selected as 20 times sample interval. The anti-delay MFAC designed with these methods can achieve good performance.
As compared with traditional smith predictor, antidelay MFAC presented in this article do not need accurate process model, just need an estimation of lag time as the basic information for predictor. If the lag time used in predictor does not match the actual process, the controller also can be effective as its strong adaptive ability and robustness in control system. Generally speaking, the controller can obtain satisfy performance as the estimated lag time is greater or less than the actual lag time. More importantly, there is no limitation to the Ĳ-T of process in use, which is particular applicable to gas turbine operating in variable conditions.
Feedforward-feedback and cascade control strategies and corresponding MFA control algorithms Feedforward control is a strategy to eliminate the disturbances. There are serious measurable disturbances exist in gas turbine. Feedforward link can reduce the interference to control signal before the feedback loop act by applying the feedforward-feedback in control system. Feedforward controller can improve the performance with low cost such as simple as the ratio of two signals; also it can be related to complex and material balance calculation. As the process object and operating conditions of gas turbine change frequently, complete compensation for disturbance signal in practical application is impossible. But now we can design a feedforward controller to offset the impact of disturbance in system as much as possible. Figure 5 is a system with feedforward-feedback MFAC (simple design), where Gp1 is the main object, Gp2 is the disturbance object, the process variable is as the output of the system. We can see that feedforward-feedback control strategy is usually applied to the process just with only one measurable disturbance. But in actual gas turbine, most subsystems have a number of potential disturbances, in other words, strong mutual relations are within those subsystems. In order to control this kind of process, cascade control method is introduced and the system always is divided into inside loop and outside loop. It could control this kind of processed with good performance by designing primary controller for outside loop and secondary controller for inside loop. Figure 6 is a MFA cascade control system, where the primary controller must be designed as MFAC, and secondary controller can designed either MFAC of PID. Othe r MFA control strategies for gas turbine control and corresponding control algorithms
The control strategies and MFA control algorithms mentioned above are common control methods applied in gas turbine. In addition, since nonlinear control is a challenging issue in gas turbine system. Fuel flow and pressure loop is a typical non-linear process as the actuator would be out of control in different operating conditions. Valves are inevitably damaged or aged, which changes linear relationship to nonlinear. There are so many nonlinear parameters in the gas turbine that make it difficult to be controlled. Traditionally, a nonlinear process should be linearized at first, then usually add a nonlinear process in the opposite direction to compensate for nonlinear behavior, so the whole process becomes a linear relationship between input and output at last. But nonlinear curve matching is often a tedious work, and the result of compensation would be changed easily as the gas turbine is operating in uncertain conditions. This issue can be settled by designing a nonlinear MFAC by introducing a linear factor of process. Nonlinear MFAC designed in this method is very applicable to nonlinear process, or within nonlinear sensors, actuators and other components process.
In actual gas turbine, we may often face the following challenges: .dynamic characteristics change dramatically, need precise control to meet the timely and effective results;
.impossible to carry out the feedforward strategy due to unpredictable disturbances and expensive measurements;
.likely to lose control function as deliberately reducing the parameters of controller for shortening the range of action when large disturbances exist in process or dramatically changes;
.hard to switch modes of operation when dynamic characteristic of process and load are changing. Fortunately, we can combine the robust control method with MFA to design robust MFAC to resolve these problems stated above. Robust MFAC needn't feedforward compensation and adjust the controller parameters repeatedly. It also can ensure the process of gas turbine be in a satisfy state when gas turbine is operating in large disturbances and dynamic states.
In the other hand, we can design time varying MFAC by introducing a time varying factor to control gas turbine with large time delay. Such as, the speed of fuel burnt in combustion chamber is much faster than the exothermic process in turbine. So as the temperature of turbine inlet or outlet control system, time constant of backward process is larger than forward process. Besides, changes in fuel flow can influence the lag time of the following process. Now it can be seen, we can combine the mechanism of gas turbine with MFA and other advanced process control methods to design control system for gas turbine. And some advanced control strategies and corresponding hybrid MFA control algorithms suited gas turbine are developed, which are used to establish stable and high efficient control system to obtain the distributed and coordinated optimal control for gas turbine operating in various states.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER TOPICS TO BE RESEARCHED
In this article, it proposed to apply model free control to gas turbine based on the requirements and current status of control technologies used in gas turbine, it points out that issues can be resolved while MFA is introduced to use in gas turbine control system. Also some practical methods and related solutions are presented in the end.
Certainly, there are still lots of issues which need further research when model free control is used to gas turbine process control system. Such as: .which model free control algorithm adopted; .whether it needs to improve the algorithm or not; .how to combine MFA and other control approaches efficiently;
.how to implement the various control strategies and algorithms;
.how to configure the parameters of various controllers;
. how to tackle practical application problems, and so on.
Research and development work of gas turbineoriented model free control technique has great significance for improving the running performance of gas turbine in future.
